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Abstract

The rate control mechanism for Available�Bit�Rate �ABR� tra�c as de�ned by the ATM

Forum does not distinguish between di�erent types of ABR connections� However� since ABR

tra�c may result from a heterogeneous set of applications� there is an apparent need for a

�ow control scheme that can distinguish between and give di�erential treatment to di�erent

classes of ABR connections� In this study� a multi�level �ow control scheme for ABR tra�c

is proposed that performs �ow control of ABR tra�c simultaneously at three levels	 At the

�rst level� the scheme determines the total available ABR bandwidth at a link� At the second

level� the ABR bandwidth is distributed to di�erent ABR tra�c classes� At the third level� the

scheme determines the bandwidth available to connections in same tra�c class� It is shown that

the multi�level �ow control method completely decouples the explicit rate calculation of distinct

tra�c classes while achieving a high network utilization� Extensive simulations demonstrate

that the multi�level �ow control quickly adapts to load changes in the network�
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� Introduction

The Available�Bit�Rate �ABR� service class standardized by the ATM Forum ���� meets the service

requirements of tra�c types with only vaguely de	ned Quality
of
Service �QoS� requirements� An

endsystem that establishes an ABR connection speci	es its maximum required bandwidth� the peak

cell rate� and minimum usable bandwidth� the minimum cell rate� During the lifetime of an ABR

connection� the network can set the tra�c rate of the connection to any value in the range between

the minimum and the peak cell rate�

The di�culty of de	ning the ABR service class lies in 	nding �ow control mechanisms that can

adapt the cell rate of ABR tra�c sources to dynamically changing network conditions� These �ow

control mechanisms must satisfy a number of requirements

� Adjust the ABR tra�c to accommodate the bandwidth needs of CBR and VBR service classes

which have more stringent QoS requirements�

� Detect and react to short
term congestion conditions that may arise due to rate �uctuations

of VBR tra�c�

� Adapt ABR tra�c sources rapidly if bandwidth becomes available�

� Give fair treatment to all ABR tra�c sources�

After considering a number of di�erent �ow control approaches for ABR tra�c ���� ��� ��� ��� ����

the ATM Forum settled on a closed
loop rate
based scheme for ABR tra�c with a control loop as

shown in Figure � ���� An ABR source periodically sends Resource Management �RM� cells to the

destination� which in turn sends the RM cells back to the source� On its roundtrip through the

network� the RM cells collect congestion information which is given to the sources as feedback� An

RM cell provides two types of feedback Binary feedback indicates to the source the presence of

congestion and explicit rate feedback informs the sources about its maximum permitted cell rate�

A major drawback of the currently existing explicit rate scheme ���� is that it tries to allocate

equal bandwidth to all ABR connections in the network� However� since ABR connections may

result from a heterogeneous set of network applications� ranging from interactive bulk data transfers

to video
conferencing applications� the explicit rate calculation should distinguish between and give

a di�erent treatment to di�erent classes of ABR connections� In particular� the need to consider

a multiple tra�c classes becomes apparent if ABR connections are used for �adaptive� multimedia

applications with bandwidth requirements ranging from low
bandwidth audio encoders to high


quality compressed video streams�

We propose an explicit rate �ow control scheme for ABR tra�c that operates at multiple levels�

We assume that each ABR connection is assigned to one tra�c class� where the class assignment of

a connection is based on the application type� on tra�c parameters such as the minimum or peak

cell rate� or on extraneous factors� such as the location of the tra�c source� The presented scheme

is based on a multi
level bandwidth control management for internetwork tra�c ��� and an earlier

application of this framework to ABR �ow control �����
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We control the availability of bandwidth at three levels� as illustrated in Figure � for a single

link�

� Service�Level Flow Control� the highest control level� is concerned with determining the

capacity that is made available to ABR tra�c on each link� This bandwidth allocated to ABR

tra�c is made dependent on the current demands of CBR and VBR tra�c� �

� Class�Level Flow Control is the second level of control� It distributes the available ABR

bandwidth on a link among multiple tra�c classes� For instance� in Figure � we show three

di�erent tra�c classes� connections that perform 	le transfers� connections with video tra�c� and

connections with audio tra�c� Class
level �ow control attempts to distribute unused bandwidth to

tra�c classes with a high bandwidth demand�

� Connection�Level Flow Control distributes the bandwidth that is available to a speci	c

tra�c class among all connections from this class� Connection
level �ow control implements the

max�min fairness or bottleneck �ow control ��� �� ��� scheme� speci	ed in the ATM Tra�c Man


agement Speci	cation of the ATM Forum ����� It allocates an equal amount of bandwidth to

all ABR connections that are bottlenecked at the same link� However� di�erent from ����� our

connection
level �ow control implements max
min fairness independently for each tra�c class�

The �ow control operations at the di�erent levels are highly interdependent� that is� any action

of service
level �ow control will have an impact on class
level �ow control� and changes at the

class
level will lead to changes at the connection
level� One of the features of our multi
level �ow

control scheme is that it accounts for the interdependencies of the multiple levels while maintaining

full utilization of the available ABR bandwidth� Additionally� by simulation we show that the

multi
level �ow control works well in conjunction with a binary feedback scheme�

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows� In Section � we review the rate
based �ow

control scheme for ABR tra�c as speci	ed by the ATM Forum� In Section � we characterize the

multi
level �ow control scheme� In Section �� we indicate how to incorporate our multi
level �ow

�We ignore the presence of UBR tra
c classes in this paper�
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Figure � Multi
Level Bandwidth Control at an ATM Link�

control into the existing ABR �ow control protocol� In Section � we show simulation experiments

that demonstrate the e�ectiveness of our scheme� Finally� we conclude our results in Section ��

� Rate�Based Tra�c Management of ABR Tra�c

In this section we review rate
based �ow control for ABR tra�c as speci	ed by the Tra�c Man


agement Group of the ATM Forum� Our review is based on Revision �� of the Tra�c Management

Speci	cation Version ��� ����� Note that the review is not comprehensive� For a more complete dis


cussion we refer to the ATM Forum documents ���� and a set of excellent survey papers ��� �� ��� ����

��� The ATM Forum Speci�cation

During connection establishment� a source endsystem negotiates with the ATM network the max�

imum �peak� cell rate �PCR�� the minimum cell rate �MCR�� and an initial cell rate �ICR� for a new

ABR connection� At all times the allowed cell rate �ACR� of an ABR connection gives the maximum

transmission rate currently supported by the network with MCR � ICR � ACR � PCR� If an ABR

connection is established� the source periodically generates Resource Management �RM� cells that

are interleaved with the stream of data cells and sent to the destination� The destination turns

the RM cells around and sends them back to the source� On its round trip� the RM cells collect

congestion information from the switches and the destination� This information is used by the

source to adjust its tra�c rate�

An RM cell that is generated by an ABR source contains 	elds for binary feedback as well as

for explicit rate feedback� The Congestion Indication �CI� �ag and the No Increase �NI� �ag of

an RM cell furnish the source with binary congestion information� that is� they inform the source

�



about the presence or absence of congestion in the network� The CI and NI �ags are set by the

intermediate switches or by the destination if they experience local congestion� The Explicit Rate

�ER� 	eld of an RM cell is used to return to the source the maximum tolerable cell rate� so
called

explicit rate� When the source generates an RM cell it initializes the ER 	eld to PCR� Switches or the

destination participate in the explicit rate calculation by reducing �never increasing�� the content

of the ER 	eld� The value of the ER 	eld that is returned to the source� is a bound on the cell rate

that cannot be exceeded by the source� When a source receives a returning RM cell� it performs

the following operations �

If CI � � then ACR�� max �ACR� ACR � Nrm�RDF� MCR�

If CI�� and NI�� then ACR�� min �ACR� RIF � PCR� ER�

where RIF is a Rate Increase Factor� RDF is a Rate Decrease Factor� and Nrm indicates the number

of data cells that are transmitted before a new RM cell is generated�

��� Explicit Rate Calculations

The ATM Forum did not standardize a particular method for calculating the explicit rates ER as

part of the rate
based �ow control scheme� Note that in addition to the feedback protocol discussed

above� an explicit rate scheme involves two additional components

�� A policy or fairness criteria that speci	es how the the available bandwidth should be allocated

to the ABR connections� An obvious requirement for such a policy is that the bandwidth

allocation be independent of the location of the source and the route of a connection� More


over� the rate calculation should treat all connections �fairly� in respect to a given set of

fairness requirements�

�� An algorithm executed by sources and switches for computing the explicit rate so as to satisfy

the fairness criteria�

Within the ATM community� the most popular policy for setting the explicit rate is max�min

fairness ��� �� ���� This policy gives each ABR connection the same maximum throughput allocation�

so
called share� on each link in the network� Since the end
to
end throughput of a connection is

bounded by the link on the connection�s route with the smallest share� the bottleneck� connections

that have the same bottleneck link have identical throughput constraints� Denoting the number of

bottlenecked �ows at a link by n� and the bandwidth available to all bottlenecked �ows by B� then

the share of a connection i� Sharei� is calculated as ����

Sharei �
B

n

Many algorithms for implementing max
min fairness were presented to the ATM Forum� including

EPRCA� ERICA� DERA and others ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

�The given operations are simpli�ed versions of the actual calculations �see �� �� �����
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A major disadvantage of max�min fairness is that it enforces the same fairness policy on all

ABR connections and does not di�erentiate among di�erent types of ABR connections� However�

since the bandwidth demands of ABR connections can vary by several orders of magnitude� more

sophisticated fairness policies which can express service requirements for a large set of of applications

are urgently needed� Several improvements to max
min fairness have tried to address this issue

���� ���� For example in a proportional scheme� the share of a connection is proportional to its

MCR� Denoting by MCRi the MCR of connection i and by
P

j MCRj the sum of the MCR�s from all

connections� the share of connection i is calculated as ����

Sharei � B �
MCRiP
j MCRj

The proportional scheme can be generalized to a weighted version where each connection is assigned

a weight wj � Then the share is calculated by ����

Sharei � B �
wiP
j wj

where
P

j wj is the sum of weights from all connections�

While these �and other� extensions of max
min fairness calculate di�erent share values for ABR

connections� they are limited in several ways� For example� the addition of a single ABR connection

may reduce the share value of all other ABR connections� However� if ABR connections are to

support a diverse set of applications� it is desirable to completely decouple the share calculations

for di�erent application types� These drawbacks will be overcome by our new multi
level explicit

rate scheme� The key approach of our scheme is a decoupling of the explicit rate calculation for

di�erent ABR tra�c classes�

� Multi�level Flow Control of ABR Tra�c

The goal of the multi
level �ow control scheme is to 	nd for each ABR connection the maximum

tra�c rate which complies with the control objectives� Flow control is performed at three levels�

At the connection level� we control the bandwidth available to ABR connections within the same

tra�c class� This level of �ow control is currently well
understood and applied by the ATM Forum

to calculate the explicit rate of ABR connections� At the class level� we dynamically control

the bandwidth available to each ABR tra�c class� classes with a high bandwidth demand can

temporarily borrow bandwidth from tra�c classes with a low bandwidth demand� Finally� at the

service level� we control the availability of bandwidth to all ABR connections in the network�

We consider an ATM network where switches are connected by unidirectional ATM links� Each

ABR connection in this network has a 	xed route with an unidirectional tra�c �ow and is assigned

to exactly one tra�c class� The 	rst leg of the route of a connection is called the source� For the

purposes of this paper it is convenient to view the source as a link that carries only one connection�

We introduce the following notation
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N �
SP
i��Np Set of all connections� Np is the set of all class
p connections

�� � p � P ��

S � fsi j i � Ng Set of connection sources�

L Set of �unidirectional� links in the ATM network�

Cl Capacity of a link or a source� The capacity of a source si is

given by the peak cell rate of the connection� i�e�� Csi � PCRi�

Ri � �si� li�� li�� � � � � liK� Route of ABR connection i� si is the source of connection i�

lik � L is the kth link on the route of connection i�

�lp � fi j l � Ri� i � Np g Set of connections in class p with link l on their route�

The tra�c demand of an ABR connection i is expressed in terms of its peak cell rate� denoted by

PCRi� and its minimum cell rate� denoted by MCRi� If the network does not have su�cient bandwidth

to satisfy MCRi� then the connection will not be established� The ability of the ATM network to

support MCRi is ensured through appropriate connection admission control functions that are tested

during the connection establishment phase�

The maximum throughput of a connection allowed by the �ow control scheme is called the

explicit rate� and denoted by ERi for connection i� ERi is the maximum tra�c rate allowed by the

multi
level �ow control� and we have MCRi � ERi � PCRi� Recall from Section � that the allowed cell

rate ACR of a connection may be smaller than the explicit rate due to additional binary feedback

congestion schemes�

The multi
level �ow control scheme for ABR tra�c allows us to calculate the explicit rates ERi

from a set of control parameters for each link in the network� The control parameters in this study

are as follows

� Connection�level �ow control enforces throughput bounds for all connections at all links�

The share of a class
p connection for link l� denoted by Sharelp� denotes the throughput

bound for all class
p connections at link l� Therefore� for each connection i � Np

ERi � Sharelp for all i � �lp ���

� Class�level �ow control enforces throughput bounds for the aggregate bandwidth of con


nections from the same class� We use CABR

lp to denote the available capacity for all class
p

connections at link l� so
called class capacity� For each tra�c class p we have

X
i��lp

ERi � CABR

lp for all l � L ���

� Service�level �ow control bounds the aggregate throughput of ABR connections on a link

by a so
called ABR capacity� denoted by CABR

l � that is�

PX
p��

X
i��lp

ERi � CABR

l for all l � L ���
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In the following subsections we describe the multi
level �ow control scheme in detail� In Sub


section ��� we describe a method for selecting throughput bounds for connection
level �ow control�

In Subsection ��� we discuss class
level �ow control and present a scheme that varies the bandwidth

available to ABR tra�c classes according to the bandwidth needs in each class� In Subsection ���

we present a service
level control scheme which adapts the total capacity available to ABR tra�c

according to the demands of CBR and VBR connections�

��� Connection�Level Flow Control

In this subsection we ignore the e�ects of class
level and service
level control� We do this by

assuming that all class capacities for ABR tra�c are 	xed� i�e�� CABR

lp � const� In this case� the

bandwidth left unused by some tra�c class cannot be made available to other tra�c classes� In the

next subsection� we will show how the assumption of 	xed class capacities can be relaxed� With the

assumption of 	xed class capacities� the connection admission control test for an ABR connection

from class p veri	es that the minimum cell rate MCRj can be supported on all links on the route of

a connection j� i�e�� X
i��lp

MCRi � CABR

lp for all l � Rj ���

Connection
level �ow control distributes the class capacity CABR

lp to the class
p connections on

a link l� By enforcing shares Sharelp at each network link� the maximum end
to
end throughput

of an ABR connection i� given by its the explicit rate ERi is limited by the link on the connection�s

route

ERi � min
l�Ri

Sharelp ���

The link at which the minimum is attained in equation ��� is called the bottleneck link� denoted by

l�i � If l
�
i � si� we say that a connection is �bottlenecked at the source��

By enforcing that shares of all overloaded class
p connections at a link are identical� we imple


ment an intuitive notion of fairness� in the sense that all connections that have the same bottleneck

link have identical throughput constraints ��� �� ��� ���� Therefore� we will refer to the shares as

fair share�

Given an assignment of share values on each link� the ABR connections for class
p on a link l

are labeled as overloaded or restricted at link k� The set of overloaded connections� denoted by Olp�

contains all class
p connections at link or source l that have their bottleneck at l� Connections at

link or source l that are �restricted at k�� denoted by Rlp�k�� have their bottleneck on some link

k � L � S with k 	� l�

Olp �
n
i � �lp j l�i � l

o
���

Rlp�k� �
n
i � �lp j l�i � k� k � Ri

o
for k 	� l� k � L � S ���

Since each source only has one connection� we have jOspj � � and jRlp�k�j � � for each s � S�

�



Next we derive a �ow control scheme where the values of the fair shares are selected maximally�

In this case� the connection
level �ow control scheme is identical to max�min fair �ow control ����

Note that fair shares need to be de	ned only for links with at least one overloaded connection� If

such a connection exists� i�e�� Olp 	� 
� then the entire available bandwidth can be allocated to the

ABR connections�

CABR

lp �
X
i��lp

ERi ���

�
X
i��lp

min
l�Ri

Sharelp ���

�
X

k�L�S

X
i�Rlp�k�

Sharelp �
X
i�Olp

Sharelp ����

�
X

k�L�S

jRlp�k�j � Sharelk � jOlpj � Sharelp ����

Therefore� maximal fair shares� denoted by Share�lp� are obtained by

Share�lp �

����
���
� if Olp 	� 


�

jOlpj

�
�CABR

lp �
X
k�L

jRlp�k�j � Share
�
kp

�
A otherwise

����

In other words� the maximal fair share is obtained by 	rst subtracting the throughput of the con


nections that are not overloaded from the class capacity� and by dividing the remaining bandwidth

evenly among the number of overloaded connections�

Note� If a connection i is bottlenecked at the source then the maximal share of the source�

according to equation ����� is Share�sip � PCRi� This follows from the assumption that Csi � PCRi

and the fact that a source only has one connection�

It is noteworthy that the calculation of maximal shares does not require knowledge on individual

connections� More precisely� two pieces of information must be at hand to determine the maximal

share for class p on a link ��� the bottleneck throughput of class
p connections that are overloaded

on some other link� and ��� the number of overloaded class
p connections on the link�

��� Class�Level Flow Control

The �ow control scheme for calculating the explicit rates described so far has a major drawback�

Namely� if the ABR connections in a class� say class p� do not consume the bandwidth CABR

lp that is

available at link l� the unused bandwidth cannot be utilized by other tra�c classes� Next we show

how the drawback can be overcome by adapting the available capacity CABR

lp to the actual tra�c

demand�

In the scheme proposed here� the class capacity CABR

lp consists of two components the class

guarantee glp and the surplus Surpluslp� The class guarantee glp is the guaranteed portion of

the ABR capacity CABR

l that is available to connections from class p at link l� We also de	ne

�



Glp � glpC
ABR

l � denoted as guaranteed class rate� We assume
PP

p�� glp � �� that is� the class

guarantees divide the entire ABR capacity on a link l�

The following connection admission control test for a new connection j with routeRj guarantees

that all connections can receive their minimum cell rate MCRi at all timesX
i��lp

MCRi � Glp for all l � Rj ����

The surplus bandwidth� denoted by Surpluslp� gives the bandwidth in excess of the guaranteed

class rate that is temporarily made available to class p� Of course� the surplus can be nonzero only

if some other classes do not utilize their respective class guarantees� i�e�� if Glq�
P

i��lq
ERi � � for

some tra�c classes q 	� p�

In our class
level �ow control scheme� we reduce the class capacity CABR

lp for a class p at link l

whenever the connections from this class do not utilize their class guarantee� The bandwidth that

is made available in this fashion is distributed to those tra�c classes that can take advantage of the

additional bandwidth� The bandwidth is made available by adding Surpluslp to the class capacity�

Formally� the class capacity CABR

lp at link l for class p is set to

CABR

lp � min

�
� X
i��lp

ERi� Glp � Surpluslp

�
A ����

The goal of connection
level �ow control is to select the values for Surpluslp as large as possible�

Note that the connections on a link l utilize the maximum available bandwidth Glp � Surpluslp�

only if there is at least one tra�c classes that contains overloaded connections� Assuming that such

a class exists at link l and assuming the the maximal fair shares Share�lp are available for all links�

then a class
level �ow control scheme satis	es

CABR

l �
X
Olq ���

	
Glq � Surpluslp



�
X
Olq��

X
i�Nq

ERi ����

�
X
Olq ���

	
Glq � Surpluslp



�
X
Olq��

X
k�L�S

jRlq�k�j � Share
�
kq ����

Denote the total surplus bandwidth at a link l by Surplusl� From the above� Surplusl is given by

Surplusl �
X
Olq ���

Surpluslp � CABR

l �
X
Olq ���

Glq �
X
Olq��

X
k�L�S

jRlp�k�j � Share
�
kp ����

One can think of several methods for dividing the surplus Surplusl among the tra�c classes�

For example� Surpluslp could be selected proportionally to the total tra�c load of a class or

proportionally to the number of connections in a class� In this study� we divide the Surplusl evenly

among all classes with overloaded �ows� Then� we obtain from the above

Surpluslp �

�����
����

Surplusl if
P�
q��

Olq � 


Surplusl
jfq j Olq 	� 
gj

otherwise

����

��



��� Service�Level Flow Control

So far we have not accounted for the fact that the bandwidth available to ABR tra�c depends

on the bandwidth allocated to CBR and VBR connections� Service
level control adjusts the link

bandwidth available to ABR tra�c to the demands of CBR and VBR tra�c� The control method

is simple CBR and VBR tra�c is given priority over ABR tra�c whenever possible�

To prevent ABR tra�c from becoming completely preempted� we introduce Cmin
l as a lower

bound for the ABR bandwidth available at link l� In addition to Cmin
l � ABR tra�c can obtain the

bandwidth not used by connections with CBR or VBR service� Denoting by  CBRl and  VBRl � the

current allocation at link l of CBR and VBR tra�c� respectively� the bandwidth available to ABR

tra�c on a link l is set to

CABR

l � max
	
Cmin
l � Cl �  CBRl �  VBRl



����

Since Glp � glpC
ABR

l � changing CABR

l requires to recalculate the guaranteed class rates Glp�

Since the ATM network must ensure that all ABR connections can satisfy their minimum cell

rate� the following connection admission control test must be executed for all links that are on the

route of a new connection j

PX
p��

X
i��lp

MCRi � Cmin
l for all l � Rj ����

This concludes the discussion of the multi
level �ow control of ABR tra�c� Note that the

multi
level �ow control enables the ABR sources to fully utilize the available ABR capacity� In an

actual protocol all of the levels of �ow control are simultaneously active� In the next section we

show how to modify the �ow control protocol developed by the ATM Forum ���� to implement our

multi
level �ow control scheme�

� Protocol Mechanisms for Multi�level Flow Control

In this section we discuss how to incorporate the multi
level �ow control scheme from the previous

section into the framework of ABR tra�c management as developed by the ATM Forum �����

The protocol mechanisms described here are mainly modi	cations or additions to the ABR control

protocol reviewed in Section �� Therefore� we focus our discussion on the di�erences of our scheme

to the Tra�c Management Speci	cations �Version �����

We only discuss the calculation of the explicit rates� but assume the existence of a binary

feedback scheme to detect and react to short
term congestion� as described in Section �� In simu


lation experiments� presented in Section �� we demonstrate how multi
level �ow control and binary

feedback schemes interoperate�

��



��� Modi�cations to the RM Cell Format

We require only a minor modi	cation to the RM cell format described in ����� All bit �ags� such

as CI and NI� described in Section � of the RM cell are left unchanged� The use of the ER 	eld is

similar to� but not identical with� the use of the ER 	eld in ����� The di�erence will become clear

when we describe the switch behavior in Subsection ���� We do not require the CCR and MCR 	elds�

The only addition to the RM cell format described in ���� is a so
called Bottleneck Field

BNK The Bottleneck Field contains a unique identi	cation or the bottleneck link of

the connection that issued the RM cell� The 	eld is modi	ed by the interme


diate switches on the forward pass of the RM cell�

��� Source and Destination Behavior

If the source of a class
p connection� say src� issues an RM cell� it initializes the ER 	eld to the

peak cell rate� i�e�� ER � PCR� and the bottleneck 	eld to BNK � src� Both 	elds are modi	ed by

the intermediate switches and the destination�

The content of the ER and BNK 	elds of an RM cell that returns back to the source are interpreted

as follows� If BNK � src� then the connection is �bottlenecked at the source�� If the content is

BNK � S then the connection i is �bottlenecked at link S��

Overloaded connections can transmit at most at the rate given by the ER 	eld of the last RM

cell� We will see below that connections that are bottlenecked at the source can transmit at their

peak cell rate� As in the ATM Forum draft ����� the maximum transmission rate can be lower than

the explicit rate due to a binary congestion scheme�

The destination plays no special role in the calculation of the explicit rate� As described in

Section �� the destination transmits each RM cell back to the source� If the destination can

experience congestion� it should perform the same operations as outlined in Subsections ��� and ����

��� Switch Behavior

Each switch maintains information on each ABR connection that has an outgoing route on one

of its output ports� In the following we refer to an output port as a link� The information for a

connection i that passes through a link consists of variables MaxRatei and OVi� MaxRatei is the

link�s current knowledge of the maximum allowed transmission rate of connection i� and OVi is an

overload �ag which is set when connection i is bottlenecked at the link�

In addition� the link maintains a set of variables needed for calculating the throughput bounds

of the connections Sharep contains the maximum cell rate at which connections from class p can

transmit at the link� the guaranteed class rate Guarp and the Surplus are used to calculate the

total bandwidth available for tra�c from class p at this link� Finally� CapABR is the total available

capacity for ABR tra�c at this link�

The following operations are performed at a switch for an outgoing link� say with identi	cation

L� when it receives an RM cell from a class
p connection i� The switch 	rst compares the ER 	eld

��



with its value for Sharep� If Sharep � ER� then the switch does not perform any operations� On

the other hand� if Sharep � ER� then the maximum rate at which connection i wants to transmit

exceeds the maximum allowed rate for class
p connections on link L� Therefore� the switch modi	es

the 	elds of the RM cell by setting

ER � Sharep

BNK � L
����

In other words� the switch sets the explicit cell rate to the maximum rate at the outgoing link� and

identi	es the link as the bottleneck of the connection� Clearly� if an RM cell returns to the source�

the BNK 	eld contains the link with the smallest value for Sharep on the route of the connection�

When an RM cell from class
p connection i arrives to a switch on link L �L 	� K�� the switch

updates the values of two local variables MaxRatei and OVi� The update operations depend on

content of the BNK 	eld in the RM cell� If the RM cell is set to BNK � src or to BNK � K� the switch

updates the information on connection i that is kept for link L as follows

MaxRatei � ER

OVi � �
����

If the bottleneck 	eld of the RM cell that arrives on link L is set to BNK � L� the information

on the connection is updated to

MaxRatei � �

OVi � �
����

��� Operations at Update Intervals

Periodically� a switch uses the values of MaxRatei and OVi on the ABR connections to calculate new

throughput bounds for its links� The time periods at which the values are calculated are determined

by three di�erent time intervals The share interval� the surplus interval� and the ABR capacity

interval� We assume that the surplus interval is a multiple of the share intervals� and the capacity

interval is a multiple of the surplus interval� A switch recalculates for each of its outgoing links

the maximum allowable cell transmission rate Sharep for connections from tra�c class p� At the

end of a surplus interval it additionally recalculates the surplus value Surplus� At the end of an

ABR capacity interval the switch also recalculates the capacity available for ABR tra�c� denoted

by CapABR�

At the end of each share interval� a switch calculates for each outgoing link the following values

for each tra�c class p

OLp �
P

i�Np
OVi

RATEp �
P

i�Np
MaxRatei

����

From equation ����� it is clear that OLp contains the number of class
p connections that are bottle�

necked at the current link� Likewise� according to equation ����� RATEp contains the maximum tra�c

rate from connections that are bottlenecked at some other link or at the source� After obtaining the

values for OLp and RATEp� the following calculations are performed�

��



�� At the end of a share interval the switch calculates the new value for Sharep for all classes p

as follows

Sharep �

��
�
� if OLp � �
Guarp�Surplus�RATEp

OLp
otherwise

����

�� At the end of a surplus interval the switch recalculates Surplus as follows�

Surplus �

�����
����

CapABR if OLp � � for all p

CapABR�
X

OLq��

Guarq �
X

OLq��

RATEq

jfq j OLq � �gj
otherwise

����

�� At the end of an ABR capacity interval the switch obtains new values for CapABR similar

to equation ����� Assuming that Cap is the total capacity of an outgoing link� Capmin is

the minimum capacity available to ABR tra�c� and assuming that the cell rates currently

allocated to CBR and VBR tra�c are given by AllocCBR and AllocVBR� respectively� the

switch calculates

CapABR � max � Capmin� Cap� AllocCBR � AllocVBR� ����

Note that the above equations ����!���� correlate with equations ����� ����� and ����� as follows

CapABR � CABR

l Sharep � Share�lp
Capmin � Cmin

l Surplus � Surplus�l
Cap � Cl OLp � jOlpj

Guarp � Glp RATEp �
X

k�L�S

jRlp�k�j � Share
�
kp

����

� Simulation Experiments

To provide some insight into the dynamics of the multi
level �ow control scheme� we present simu


lation experiments of the transient behavior during changes of the network load� The simulations

were implemented in a discrete event simulator written in the C programming language� The im


plementation of the source� destination� and switch behavior of ABR �ow control is based on the

Tra�c Management Speci	cation Version ��� from October ���� �����

We present four experiments� In each experiment we address one of the following questions

� Experiment �� How fast does the multi
level �ow control protocol converge after load

changes" How do connection
level and class
service �ow control interact"

� Experiment �� What is the impact of long propagation delays on the convergence of the

�ow control scheme"

��
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Figure � Simulated Network�

� Experiment �� What is the impact of service level �ow control on the stability of the

network"

� Experiment �� How does multi
level �ow control interact with binary feedback schemes in

situations of network congestion"

As shown in Figure �� the simulated network consists of three ATM switches connected by

two links with a capacity of Cl � ��� Mbps each� There are four virtual connections �VCs� with

source endsystems S
 � S� and destination endsystems D
 � D�� The scheduling discipline at the

switches is assumed to be FIFO� and the bu�er capacity is set to ���� cells� The propagation delay

of the links is varied in the range between �� �s and � msec� corresponding to a distance of � km

to ��� km� The access links of the sources to the ATM switch have a capacity of ��� Mbps with

negligible propagation delay�

We set the capacity available to ABR tra�c to Cmin
l � CABR

l � ��� Mbps� A safety margin of

� Mbps is withheld from the physical link capacity of ��� Mbps to accommodate very short term

rate �uctuations� The four ABR connections are from three di�erent tra�c classes VC
 is from

class 
� VC and VC� are from class � and VC� is from class �� The class guarantees are identical

on each link and set to

class

 class
 class
�

g� � ��# g� � �� # g	 � �� #

With the default value of CABR

l � ��� Mbps� we obtain the following class rate guarantees�

class

 class
 class
�

G� � �� Mbps G� � �� Mbps G	 � �� Mbps

The default parameters of the four connections in Figure � are summarized in Table �� All

connections are initially idle and start to transmit at the time speci	ed in Table �� We assume

that the time interval between cell transmissions is constant� also� the transmission rate of a cell

is assumed to include the cell header� Unless otherwise stated the length of share intervals and

��



ABR Source Destination Route Tra�c Peak Cell Start

connection System System Class Rate Time �in msec�

VC
 S
 � D
 �Link 
� Link � 
 �� Mbps t � �

�� Mbps t � �

VC S � D �Link 
� Link �  �� Mbps t � ��

VC� S�� D� �Link 
�  �� Mbps t � ��

VC� S�� D� �Link � � �� Mbps t � ���

Table � Connection Parameters�

Switch Parameter Value

Bu�er capacity ���� cells

NI threshold ��� cells

CI threshold

�
LOW

HIGH

����

����

Source Parameter Value

Nrm �� cells

AIR ���

RDF ���

TOF � ms

Xrm ��

Table � Parameters for ABR Flow Control�

surplus intervals are identical and set to � msec� In this case� both surplus values and share values

are changed simultaneously�

The parameters for ABR �ow control scheme are shown in Table �� The table contains param


eters for the switches and parameters for the sources� Parameters not listed in the table are set to

the recommended default values given in �����

The values for minimum the cell rate and the initial cell rate of all connections are set to

MCR � � Mbps and ICR � � Mbps�

All RM cells are sent �in�band�� that is� the transmission of RM cells is not discounted to the tra�c

rate�

��� Experiment �	 Connection�level and Class�level Flow Control

This experiment will demonstrate that connection
level and class
level �ow control with 	xed class

guarantees quickly converge to the correct values after load changes in the network� All parameters

are set to the default values given above� we assume that no CBR or VBR tra�c is admitted�

The link latencies are set to �� �sec� ��� �sec and � msec� corresponding to propagation delays

of 	ber optic links with approximate lengths � km� �� km and ��� km� respectively� For each link

latency� two graphs are presented� one for the throughputs of connections on Link 
 and one for

the throughputs of connections on Link � The throughput values are given in Mbps and they

��



are calculated as the data sent from the corresponding source during an interval of � msec� Thus�

the reported throughput values follow accurately the rate �uctuations resulting from the fairness

protocol� The results of Experiment � are presented in Figures �� We now discuss the outcome of

the simulations in detail�

� All connections are initially idle� At t � �� connection VC
 from class

 becomes active with

a peak cell rate of PCR � �� Mbps� This value is increased at t � � to PCR � �� Mbps� Note

that connection VC
 exceeds its bandwidth guarantee of class 
� However� as none of the

other classes utilize their bandwidth guarantee� class 
 can �borrow� extra bandwidth from

the other classes� This allows VC
 to transmit at its o�ered load�

� At t � ��� class
 connection VC begins transmission with PCR � �� Mbps� Since su�cient

bandwidth is guaranteed to class � VC can transmit at its peak cell rate�

� At t � ��� connection VC� from class  starts to transmit on Link 
 with PCR � �� Mbps�

Then� tra�c classes 
 and  require all of their respective bandwidth guarantees on Link 
�

Since there is no class
� tra�c on Link 
� there is a surplus bandwidth of �� Mbps �� G	�

on this link� Therefore� class
level �ow control takes e�ect and evenly divides the surplus

bandwidth between classes 
 and � Since VC
 is the only connection in class 
� it obtains

its class guarantee and one half of the surplus� resulting in a throughput of �� � ���� � ����

Mbps� For tra�c class  the available bandwidth on Link 
 after class
level �ow control is

�� � ���� � ���� Mbps� Since there are two class
 connections on Link 
� connection
level

�ow control splits the bandwidth between VC and VC�� As a result� both connections obtain

a throughput of ����� Mbps�

� At time t � ��� msec� connection V C� from class � becomes active on Link  with a peak rate

of PCR � �� Mbps� At this point� the available bandwidth on Link � after one considers the

current ACR of VC� and VC�� is ����� Mbps� This available bandwidth is enough to satisfy

the minimum guarantee for class II and is given to the new connection� but an additional

���� Mbps over the available bandwidth is required by V C� to satisfy its PCR� Thus� V C�

becomes temporarily bottlenecked at Link  until it can claim this additional bandwidth from

a recalculation of the surplus� The reduced surplus at Link  results in a drop of the share

available to V C� at this link� As a result� the bottleneck of V C� moves from Link 
 to Link

 and it causes an increase of the shares available for the class � tra�c at Link 
� The result

is a waste!free equilibrium where the available bandwidth at both links is fully utilized by

the ABR tra�c and split equally between the three connections present at each link�

��� Experiment �	 Impact of Link Latency

In this experiment� we investigate the impact of the propagation delay on the e�ectiveness of

multi
level �ow control� In Figure � we consider the same simulation scenario as in Experiment

�� however� with propagation delays of ��� �s per link� or a length of about �� km� With these
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values� the maximum round
trip propagation delay is given by ��� �s� which is still less than the

time period of the share update interval of � msec� Note that Figures � and � are almost identical�

The e�ects of the propagation delays become more visible when we select the maximum round


trip delay to a value that is larger than the length of the update interval of � ms� Figure � depicts

the simulation results if the propagation delay is set to ���� �s per link� corresponding to a length

of about ��� km� In this case� the maximum round
trip delay is given by � ms� We see in Figure �

that at times t � �� and at t � ��� the network requires a considerable time to converge to stable

throughput values� Nonetheless� it can be seen in Figure � that the protocol stabilizes at the correct

values�

��� Experiment �	 Service�level Flow Control

In the third set of experiments we demonstrate the in�uence of non
ABR tra�c on the equilibrium

of the ABR rate control scheme� via service
level �ow control� Note from Section ��� that CBR and

VBR tra�c classes are given higher priority than ABR tra�c� We consider the same simulation

setup as before� however� we assume that from time t � ��� msec until time t � ��� msec� a CBR

source is active on Link � and Link �� The results of the experiment are summarized in Figures �

and Figures � for a network with �� �sec propagation delay at each link� In Figure �� the bandwidth

allocation to the CBR tra�c source is set to  CBR � �� Mbps� and in Figure �� the bandwidth

allocation is set to  CBR � ��� Mbps� As long as the CBR tra�c source is active� the class rate

guarantees are changed as follows

class

 class
 class
�

for  CBR � �� Mbps G� � �� Mbps G� � �� Mbps G� � �� Mbps

for  CBR � ��� Mbps G� � �� Mbps G� � �� Mbps G� � �� Mbps

Note that the duration of the experiment is extended to ��� msec� We assume that the four ABR

sources continue their activity up until time ��� msec� in exactly the same way as they were at time

��� msec� Note that in both experiments� the bandwidth regulation scheme quickly accommodates

the demands of the CBR tra�c source and brings the ABR rates into a new equilibrium�

��� Experiment �	 Binary Congestion Control

In this experiment we demonstrate that our proposed protocol can coexist with the binary conges


tion control functions described in the ABR �ow control scheme of the ATM Forum Speci	cation

����� More speci	cally we will demonstrate how the protocol is in�uenced if the congestion indica


tion mechanisms take e�ect� i�e�� the CI and NI bits are set� We create congestion in the network

by adding a bursty VBR tra�c source with geometric ON and OFF periods which is active on

both Link � and Link � for the entire time of the experiment �� ! ��� msec�� The average bit

rate of the VBR source is set to �� Mbps and its average ON period� the burst period� is � msec�

To intensify the e�ects of congestion� in this experiment the original bu�er sizes from Table � are
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scaled down everything to Bu�er size � ���� NI Threshold � ��� CI threshold �LOW� � ��� cells

and CI threshold �HIGH� ��� cells�

The bandwidth allocation to the VBR source is set equal to its average rate� i�e��  V BR � ��

Mbps� To be able to compare the plots of the VBR source� we 	rst provide the throughput 	gures

for the case where the VBR connection is replaced by a CBR connection with rate  CBR � ��

Mbps� The results for this case are shown in Figure �� and the results for the VBR ON
OFF source

are shown in Figure ���

Due to the bandwidth requirements of the VBR �or CBR� source� the ABR capacity on both

links is set to CABR

l � ��� Mbps� and the class rate guarantees are set to

class

 class
 class
�

G� � �� Mbps G� � �� Mbps G	 � �� Mbps

In Figure �� we see the e�ects of the binary congestion control on the ABR connections as

�dips� of the throughput curves� These �dips� are a result of the returning RM cells with the CI

bit set� which cause the ABR sources to reduce their ACR without ever loosing their assigned rates�

Thus� the response to the returned CI is simply to facilitate the coexistence with bursty sources

like this VBR source without any impact on the bandwidth allocation scheme which stays immune

to congestion phenomena�

� Conclusions

The rate
based scheme for tra�c control of ABR connections proposed by the ATM Forum does

not consider that ABR connections may have fundamentally di�erent service requirements� In the

current tra�c management speci	cation� the explicit rate calculated for ABR connections does

not distinguish among di�erent types of ABR connections� In this paper we have proposed a

solution to this problem by presenting a multi
level �ow control scheme for ABR connections in

an ATM network� Our proposed scheme uses the notion of tra�c classes and assigns each ABR

connection to exactly one tra�c class� connections in the same tra�c class receive the same service

by the ATM network� Our proposed explicit rate scheme enables the control of bandwidth at

three levels� At the highest level� the service level� we control the allocation of ABR bandwidth

under consideration of the tra�c from VBR and CBR connections� At the next level� the class

level� we control the bandwidth made available to di�erent ABR tra�c classes� Each tra�c class

obtains a bandwidth guarantee at a network link� and the guarantees can be temporarily increased

by borrowing bandwidth from tra�c classes that do not utilize their guarantee� At the lowest

level� the connection level� we control the bandwidth available to single ABR connections such

that all connections in the same tra�c class satisfy speci	c fairness conditions� We have shown

the theoretical underpinnings for the multi
level �ow control scheme� We have discussed how

to implement multi
level �ow control into the tra�c management scheme that is currently being

	nalized by the ATM Forum� Finally� we presented simulation experiments to show that our scheme

can indeed achieve �ow control simultaneously at multiple levels and satisfy the control objectives

at every stage�
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